To date there exists no reliable method to non-invasively upregulate or downregulate 56 the state of the resting motor system over a large dynamic range. Here we show that 57 an operant conditioning paradigm which provides neurofeedback of the size of motor 58 evoked potentials (MEPs) in response to transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), 59 enables participants to self-modulate their own brain state. Following training, 60 participants were able to robustly increase (by 83.8%) and decrease (by 30.6%) their 61 MEP amplitudes. This volitional up-versus downregulation of corticomotor 62 excitability caused an increase of late-cortical disinhibition (LCD), a read-out of 63 presynaptic GABA B disinhibition which was accompanied by an increase of gamma 64 and a decrease of alpha oscillations in the trained hemisphere. This approach paves 65 the way for future investigations into how altered brain state influences motor 66 neurophysiology and recovery of function in a neurorehabilitation context. 67 68 69 70 71 72
corticomotor excitability when using a motor imagery strategy shaped by 138 neurofeedback of MEP amplitudes. Across two training sessions, we found that MEP 139 amplitudes increased during UP training ( Fig. 2A , orange symbols) and decreased 140 during DOWN training ( Fig. 2A , blue symbols) relative to the baseline measurement 141 (BS), revealing a significant dissociation over time (neurofeedback type x block 142 number interaction during training session 1 [F(4,115.9)=3.87, p=0.006], session 2 143 [F(4,125.0)=3.7, p=0.007] and EEG session [F(2,70)=6.9, p=0.002], F tests following 144 mixed effects models, n=15; see supplementary Fig. 1 for additional analyses). Since 145 MEP amplitudes are a compound measure of excitability influenced by multiple 146 neural elements 22 , including background muscle activity 23,24 , we repeated this 147 analysis using the root mean squared (rms) background muscle activation (EMG) 148 recorded in the 100ms prior to each TMS pulse. Importantly, this control analysis 149 revealed no such interactions on any of the sessions, suggesting that the observed 150 modulation was not driven by changes in activity of the target muscle, nor any of the 151 additional 3 control muscles (OP, ADM, left FDI) (all p>0.18, see Supplementary 152 Table 2 ). 153
154
In order to isolate the effect of the neurofeedback, we included a control group who 155 undertook the same protocol, using the same mental imagery strategies, but with 156 feedback that was not contingent on the MEP amplitudes. This group exhibited no 157 systematic changes of corticomotor excitability across training ( Fig. 2B ) and mixed 158 effects models revealed no significant neurofeedback type x block number 159 interactions on any of the separate testing sessions in the control group (all p>0. 06, 160 note that statistics approached significance for the second session because MEPs were 161 randomly higher in the DOWN than in the UP condition ; see Supplementary Fig. 1B  162 for further details). Additionally, there were no significant differences in background 163 EMG (All p>0.09, Supplementary Table 2 ). Next we compared the performance of 164 the experimental and the control group, by normalizing MEP amplitudes to baseline 165 (% change) and calculating the difference between UP and DOWN (Fig. 2C ). The 166 differences were substantial in the experimental group, who exhibited on average 167 MEP amplitudes twice as large during UP than during DOWN, and differed 168 significantly from the control group where systematic differences were virtually 169 absent (effect of 'Group' [F(1,25.6)=13.32, p=0.001], F tests following mixed effects, 170 n=28). The effect sizes (Cohen's d) of the between-group differences were small for 171 the first two blocks (<0.5), but consistently increased during training (d= 1.27 for 172 block 8), and remained high in the two blocks of the EEG session (d>0.97). As the 173 control group were executing the same mental imagery strategies as the experimental 174 group, this comparison demonstrates that veridical TMS neurofeedback was essential 175 for gaining volitional control over corticomotor excitability. 176
177
Neurofeedback training effects are retained for at least 6 months 178 179
In a follow-up investigation approximately 6 months following initial neurofeedback 180 training, we showed for a subset of the participants (n=11) that they had retained the 181 ability to upregulate and downregulate their MEP amplitude with neurofeedback 182 ( Fig.3 ; significant effect of neurofeedback type (UP vs DOWN) in a retention block 183 carried out with no top-up training (F(1,10)=6.64, p=0.028). Measurements of resting 184 MEP amplitude taken 5 and 10 minutes following the retention block indicated no 185 after-effects (all p>0.2) indicating that subjects could acutely control corticomotor 186 excitability without long-lasting after-effects. Having verified that the ability to 187 modulate brain states had been robustly retained, we next tested whether participants 188 could sustain this performance even when feedback was removed. Performing a 189 feedback-free block, we found that MEP amplitude was significantly larger in the UP 190 versus DOWN condition (F(1,10)=12.32, p=0. 006 As part of the initial training study (see Figure 2A , 'Ses 3' for the behavioural 243 results), we investigated whether the two different activity states evoked differential 244 cortical dynamics extracted from EEG recordings which were acquired 245 simultaneously while TMS was being performed to provide neurofeedback of MEP 246 amplitude. As distinct functions have been ascribed to 8 different sub-frequency 247 bands across the known range of brain signals (0.1 -80Hz), we now probed whether 248 volitional changes in corticospinal excitability of M1, drives neural activity measured 249 in the delta (0.1-4Hz), theta (5-7Hz), low alpha (8-10Hz), high alpha (11-13Hz), low 250 beta (14-21Hz), high beta (22-30Hz), low gamma (31-50Hz) and high gamma (51-251 80Hz) bands. Using the portion of EEG data collected in the 1.5 seconds prior to each 252 TMS pulse, we calculated relative power in the UP and DOWN states for the eight 253 frequency bands of interest. Fig.5h ), low alpha (p FDR <0.001) and high alpha (p FDR =0.002) were 280 predictive of larger MEP amplitudes, and higher amplitude oscillations in low gamma 281 (p FDR =0.020) and high gamma (p FDR =0.020) were significant predictors of larger 282 MEP amplitudes. In a previous study, it was reported that a strong predictor of 283 cortical excitability was the low gamma : high alpha ratio 3 . We replicated this 284 finding, demonstrating that this ratio was a significant predictor of MEP amplitude 285 (p FDR =0.016) with larger ratios predicting larger MEP amplitudes. 286
287
EEG data classification 288
289
We next tested whether the distinction between the two trained states was large 290 enough that the individual data trials could be successfully predicted as 'UP' state or 291 'DOWN' state, using machine learning based solely on the EEG power values 292 (relative power data, scaled by 1/f transformation) of the 8 frequency bands of 293 interest. A linear support vector machine (SVM) was applied to the data of each 294 participant (60 UP 60 DOWN epochs). The SVM has been shown to be particularly 295 powerful on EEG data, which is noisy and contains many features that are correlated. 296
This approach additionally allowed us to perform feature selection, to quantify which 297 EEG features most heavily contributed to the distinction between the two states. 298
Using only data from the electrode closest to the hotspot (8 rhythms plus 299
LowGamma:HighAlpha ratio) the SVM was capable of classifying the brain states 300
with an average accuracy of 81.5% (±5.1%) based on 10-fold cross validation which 301 differed significantly (p=0.001, n=14) from a null model revealed by permutation 302 testing (accuracy null model: 49.0% ±13). Additionally, incorporating data from the 303 same rhythms recorded at the corresponding electrode in the opposite hemisphere 304 increased this accuracy to 85.1% (±4.6%) across participants (see Supplementary 305 Table 1 ). Using feature ranking based on Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE), taking 306 the mode of the top ranked features across participants revealed that the strongest 307 contribution to the high classification accuracy of the latter SVM was the High 308
Gamma rhythm in the hotspot electrode, followed by High Alpha at the hotspot, then 309 the LowGamma:HighAlpha ratio (for full ranking order see Supplementary Table 1) . 310 311 312 313 314
. 315 316
Discussion 317 318
Here we aimed to uncover neural activity evoked by voluntarily facilitating or 319 suppressing excitability within sensorimotor circuits, while keeping motor output and 320 sensory feedback constant. We show that using a bidirectional TMS-neurofeedback 321 approach is critical to gain volitional control over MEP amplitudes, a skill that is 322 retained for at least 6 months without further training. This voluntary state-setting 323 with a large dynamic range is causally related to modulating pre-synaptic GABA B 324 mediated disinhibition and to a prominent increase of gamma power in sensorimotor 325 cortex for the UP state which was accompanied by a clear reduction of power in the 326 theta, low and high alpha bands. 327 328
Volitional control of corticomotor excitability 329
Previous studies have shown that it is possible to gain voluntary control over activity 330
in the central nervous system if appropriate neurofeedback is embedded in a 331 reinforcement learning task, with food rewards for animals 14,15 and visually 332 rewarding stimuli for humans 19, 29 . Here we confirm that this approach is also suitable 333 for learning how corticomotor excitability can be bidirectionally up-or down-334 regulated. Our participants were initially familiarized with two motor imagery 335 strategies which are known to modulate corticospinal excitability in the required 336 manner 29-32 . Learning, however, indicated by progressively stronger dissociation 337 between the UP and the DOWN state, only took place when direct low-latency 338 feedback regarding the MEP amplitude was provided. After training, participants 339 were able to modulate corticomotor excitability across a large range so that MEP 340 amplitudes were approximately twice as large during the UP than the DOWN 341 condition. UP training, in particular, resulted in an 83.8% increase of MEP amplitudes 342 from baseline, while downregulation of MEP amplitude was possible eg. see 29 but 343 more difficult (30.6% decrease from baseline). Once acquired, volitional control of 344 corticomotor excitability was retained for at least 6 months and could be performed 345 even without online feedback indicating true, long-term learning 33 . 346
347
Once participants could control their corticomotor excitability, we uncovered 348 the electrophysiological underpinnings by applying measurements that were 349 independent of the feedback modality (single pulse TMS) and investigated whether 350 there were differences between the UP versus DOWN state. This approach cancelled 351 out the effects that were common to both mental strategies, isolating the mechanisms 352 underlying the MEP modulation. This revealed two key novel electrophysiological 353 findings, involving presynaptic GABA B disinhibition, and gamma oscillations. The UP state was associated with a significant increase of LCD while other 364 measurements probing inhibitory M1 circuits failed to reveal differential effects for 365 the UP versus DOWN state. LCD is thought to represent a read-out of the presynaptic 366 self-inhibition of GABAergic neurons which is thought to be mediated by 367 extrasynaptic GABA B auto-receptors 3435 . This mechanism is hypothesized to result in 368 a net facilitatory effect as observed during the UP condition in our study. Previously, 369
LCD was found to be elevated during motor imagery (MI), but this increase relative 370 to rest was observed irrespective of whether participants imagined voluntarily 371 activating or relaxing hand muscles 36 . However, this investigation was conducted in 372 a single session, and did not employ neurofeedback, so MEP modulation by these two 373 imagination conditions could be expected to be substantially smaller than observed in 374 our study, particularly for the voluntary relaxation condition which had a similar 375 excitability state as the rest condition. Thus, it is possible that the clear modulation of 376 LCD observed here only manifested after neurofeedback training, i.e. when the two 377 excitability states became clearly distinct. It is important to note here that group level 378 results indicated no LCD at rest, and in fact it was only evident during the UP state. 379
While LCD is elicited more readily during contraction 28 , some studies have reported 380 LCD at rest 27,36 , whereas others have only reported occasional or non-significant 381 facilitation occurring beyond 200ms after the suprathreshold conditioning stimulus, 382 ie. in the period immediately following LICI (Valls-Sole et al, 1992). In our search 383 procedure (to decide upon the optimum conditioning stimulus (CS) intensities), we 384 prioritized SICI and LICI, finding a CS intensity that elicited as close to 50% 385 inhibition of the test MEP as possible. We tested intensities between 106-114% RMT 386 for LICI (and above or below this if no appropriate inhibition was found), and applied 387 these parameters also to LCD (such that the only difference between the LCD and 388 LICI protocols was the ISI). This may simply have been too low to elicit strong LCD 389 at rest. Other studies have reported no LCD at 110% RMT, neither at rest 27 nor with 390 contraction 37 . It is nonetheless interesting that the lack of LCD at rest in the current 391 study was overshadowed by the strong facilitation observed while in the TMS-392 feedback induced UP state, indicating that future indepth investigation into this effect 393 with a larger range of conditioning stimulus intensities may be warranted. 
Different excitability states cause distinct neural dynamics in motor cortex 399 400
We observed significant modulation of the alpha and gamma rhythms close to 401 M1 of the trained hemisphere. Focusing on data from the recording electrode closest 402 to each individual's hotspot revealed a significant association between low alpha and 403 high gamma power for the UP versus DOWN state. Trial-by-trial modulation of these 404 rhythms correlated significantly with MEP amplitude, and a support vector machine 405 (SVM) classifying the two states based on EEG data ranked the high gamma and high 406 alpha band as the two top features characterizing the distinction. Our observation of 407 reciprocal changes in the alpha and gamma band are in line with previous studies 408 using transcranial as well as intracranial recording methods 1 . The 'pulsed inhibition' 409 theory suggests that repeated bursts of inhibitory alpha activity serve to temporarily 410 silence gamma oscillations 1 . Thus, these two rhythms are seen to exhibit a reciprocal 411 relationship, whereby when alpha is high, gamma is low. In periods of high alpha, 412 gamma may still burst periodically, but only at the troughs of the oscillation cycle, 413 meaning that the gamma 'duty cycle' (window for neural processing) is short, and 414 only brief messages can be sent. By contrast, in periods of low alpha power, the 415 gamma duty cycle is longer, and more extensive neuronal processing and inter-416 regional communication may occur. Our finding of increased gamma activity is also 417 consistent with previous animal literature, showing that the pharmacological removal 418 of GABA B -mediated inhibition (by receptor blockage) in rats results in increased 419 gamma oscillations 38 which have been shown to be largest in M1's layer V 39 .
421
Gamma has often been considered difficult to detect using scalp electrodes 422 because it is highly localised 40 and may also reflect non-cortical sources when 423 recorded with EEG 41,42 . However, it is tempting to speculate that, in our experiment, 424 gamma activity was strongly synchronized as a consequence of the neurofeedback 425 training, where participants learned to substantially facilitate corticomotor excitability 426 while keeping EMG activity constant, such that EMG amplitude differed only 427 minimally between the UP and DOWN conditions. This suggestion is in line with 428 previous neurofeedback studies that provided direct feedback of gamma activity, 429
showing that gamma power could be upregulated to a substantial amount which even 430 exceeded power values observed during movement execution 15, 43 . By keeping the 431 visual feedback for the two conditions identical, we ensured that differences in eye 432 movements between the UP and DOWN states were minor. As we were particularly 433 interested in gamma oscillations, we additionally performed all EEG recordings in an 434 electromagnetically shielded room, using a gel-based electrode system to maximize 435 signal to noise ratio. 436
437
Previous studies have taken a correlational approach to investigating the 438 relationships between brain rhythms and corticomotor excitability. These have shown 439 that low alpha 4,44 or beta power 45 as well as high gamma power 3 during natural 440 fluctuations at rest are associated with larger MEP amplitudes. We confirm and 441 extend these results by introducing causality to this relationship for the first time, 442
showing that experimentally driving excitability into two distinct states causes 443 specific patterns of neural dynamics in the volitionally controlled cortical area. 444
445
While changes in alpha and gamma were specific to the hemisphere from 446 which feedback was provided, theta showed a bilateral pattern of modulation, being 447 higher in the DOWN than the UP state in motor areas in both hemispheres. While 448 mid-frontal theta activity has been linked to error monitoring 46 the role of lateralized 449 theta activity close to the sensorimotor hotspot electrode and its symmetric 450 counterpart is less clear. Slower rhythms exert effects over larger distances, and are 451 thought to be involved in long-range communication 40 . A similar pattern of 452 upregulation and downregulation was observed in the homologous muscle in the 453 opposite limb, albeit weaker and not statistically significant. This is likely a reflection 454 of the extensive transcallosal structural connectivity and functional coupling of 455 homologous regions of the cortical motor network 47-49 . It is tempting to speculate that 456 the bilateral theta activity observed in the current study served to regulate the 457 inhibition/facilitation of functional coupling or 'spillover' of activation from motor 458 areas in the target hemisphere to their homologous counterparts. 459 460 461 Surprisingly we did not observe differential modulation of the Beta band, 462
which is the predominant oscillatory frequency in sensorimotor cortical regions 50,51 . 463
It typically desynchronizes (together with alpha) during motor execution and motor 464 imagery 52-55 and has been associated with corticomotor excitability at rest 3 . As our 465 results represent the direct contrast between the UP and DOWN states, the lack of 466
Beta involvement may firstly be due to the fact that both conditions involved a mental 467 strategy targeted at the sensorimotor system and, secondly, that no temporal structure 468 was imposed so that we could not perform analyses which are, for example, time-469 locked to the potential onset of these mental strategies. However, our data further 470 confirm that the two 'inhibitory' rhythms alpha and beta might serve different 471 functions in selecting and activating the appropriate sensorimotor representations 56 . This paves the way for new technologies that allow the user to regulate aspects 486 of their own brain function in order to reach desired states that are, for example, 487 associated with enhanced motor performance. In the context of stroke rehabilitation, 488 training volitional modulation of corticomotor excitability may hold promise as a 489 rehabilitative therapy early after stroke, i.e. when patients are deprived of 490 rehabilitation training because they are unable to execute overt movements with the 491 impaired upper limb. As it is known that LCD is recruited during actual movement 492 28,57,58 , the elevated LCD we observed in the UP condition may reflect that the 493 neurofeedback had engaged similar mechanisms to those involved in movement 494 execution, using only voluntary endogenous processes. Furthermore, as pathological 495 hyperexcitability of the non-damaged hemisphere has been hypothesized to limit 496 recovery in some patients 59 , the TMS-neurofeedback protocol can be individually 497 tailored either to upregulate the damaged hemisphere, down-regulate the intact 498 hemisphere, or a combination of both, depending on the patient's specific needs. The circles were red if the root mean squared (rms) EMG at rest was greater than 7 509 microvolts. It was essential that all four circles were green for at least 500ms before 510 the trial could proceed. When this condition was met a fixation cross appeared for a 511 random period (in order to prevent anticipation of the TMS pulse). During the fixation 512 cross, it was still essential to keep the background EMG below 7 microvolts in order 513 for a TMS pulse to be delivered. (B) The peak-peak amplitude of the motor evoked 514 potential (MEP) evoked by the TMS was calculated in real-time and displayed 515 immediately to the participant on screen in the form of a rectangular bar. 516 (C) Different feedback for UP training and DOWN training. In the UP training If the 517 MEP was greater than the baseline mean, the rectangle was green, with a green tick, a 518 dollar sign to indicate a small financial reward, a display of the current score, and a 519 positive encouraging sound bite was heard. If the MEP did not meet the criterion 520 amplitude, the bar was red, there was no dollar sign, and a negative sound bite was 521 heard. (D) A custom 3D printed 'coil spacer' device was used to prevent direct 522 contact of the TMS coil on the EEG electrodes and allow the pre-TMS EEG period to 523 be recorded artefact free. the UP condition minus the DOWN condition, for 5 distinct frequency bands 568 (Averaged group data, n=14, 3 other frequency bands shown in Supplementary Fig 3) . 569
Red colours indicate regions that demonstrated greater synchronisation in the UP established, the lowest stimulation intensity at which MEPs with peak-to-peak 629 amplitude of approximately 50µV were evoked in at least 5 of 10 consecutive trials 630 was taken as Resting Motor Threshold (RMT). 631
The stimulation intensity used to evoke MEPs during the experiment was 632 chosen using the following procedure in order to obtain a baseline MEP amplitude 633 that was 50% of the participant's maximum. A recruitment curve eg. 61 was performed 634 at the beginning of the first experimental session, whereby 6 TMS pulses were 635 applied at 10 different intensities relative to RMT (90%, 100%, 110%, 120%, 130%, 636 140%, 150%, 160%, 180%, 190%) in a randomized order. MEP amplitude at each 637 intensity was plotted to determine the point on the curve at which plateau occurs and 638 the MEPs do not continue to increase. Maximal MEP amplitude was recorded, and the 639 intensity required to evoke 50% of this amplitude was used for all subsequent testing. 640
With this approach, there was scope for MEP amplitude to both increase and decrease 641 to similar extents from this 'intermediate' value. Post-hoc analyses revealed that this 642 procedure resulted in an average stimulation intensity corresponding to 130% RMT. 643
Immediately following this procedure and prior to the first block of neurofeedback, 20 644
MEPs were collected at rest at the chosen intensity to determine 'baseline' 645 corticospinal excitability. The mean MEP amplitude at baseline was recorded and 646 used during neurofeedback to establish the criterion amplitude that determined 647 whether participants received either positive or negative feedback. 648
Format of neurofeedback 649
Neurofeedback was performed using custom written MATLAB software. 650
Participants kept eyes open with attention directed to a monitor in front of them. They 651 were instructed to relax their limbs and avoid tensing any muscles throughout the 652 experiment. In order to ensure that MEP amplitude could not be influenced by 653 background muscle activation, the root mean square (rms) of the EMG signal for each 654 muscle for the previous 100ms of data was calculated and displayed in real-time on 655 screen at the beginning of each trial in the form of four coloured 'traffic lights', 656
representing each muscle (Fig. 1A) . If the background EMG in a muscle exceeded 657 7µV, the corresponding light turned red. Participants were instructed that a trial could 658 not begin unless all four lights were green (all muscles relaxed below 7µV) for at least 659 a continuous 500ms period. When a trial commenced the traffic lights disappeared, 660 but background EMG continued to be monitored and the trial was automatically 661 paused if any muscle exceeded the threshold. At the beginning of each trial a fixation 662 cross appeared in the center of the screen. After a variable period of time (between 5.5 663 -8.5 seconds, or longer if muscle activation delayed the trial) a TMS pulse was fired. 664
The MEP amplitude for the target muscle (right FDI) was immediately measured and 665 displayed to the participant on screen within 500ms. The display consisted of a 666 vertical bar indicating MEP amplitude relative to a horizontal line in the middle of the 667 screen representing the mean recorded at baseline (Fig. 1B) . In 'UP' sessions if the 668 MEP was larger than the criterion amplitude, the bar was shown as green with a tick 669 beside it, a positive soundbyte was heard, and a number adjacent to a dollar sign 670
incremented to indicate that a small financial reward had been gained. If the MEP was 671 smaller than the criterion amplitude, the bar was red with a cross beside it, a negative 672 soundbyte was heard, and no financial reward was shown. The reverse was true in the 673 'DOWN' sessions (Fig. 1C) . The feedback remained on screen for 4 seconds, before 674 being replaced by the traffic lights display preceding the next trial. Participants were 675 instructed to attend to the feedback and that the goal was to increase (or decrease) the 676 size of the MEP represented by the bar. Prior to the experiment participants read an 677 instruction sheet explaining the procedures above and providing recommended mental 678 strategies that were reported in previous literature in which corticospinal excitability 679 was downregulated 29 and upregulated 31 by motor imagery (Specific task instructions 680 are provided in Supplementary Material). Initially the criterion amplitude 681 corresponded to the baseline MEP measure. After each block of 30 MEPs, 682 performance was quantified and the task difficulty was adjusted if necessary. If the 683 success rate was >70% difficulty was increased by raising (or lowering in the DOWN 684 condition) the criterion MEP amplitude that needed to be reached by 10% in order for 685 the positive reward to be presented. If performance was > 90%, this was adjusted by 686 20%. 687
EEG session 688 689
On the fifth day neurofeedback was provided during simultaneous EEG 690 recording. The participant's TMS hotspot was determined and marked on the scalp 691 prior to EEG capping. EEG signals were recorded using a 64 channel gel-based TMS-692 compatible cap (Electrical Geodesics Inc., Oregon, USA), and the channel closest to 693 the TMS hotspot was noted. EEG data were amplified and sampled at 1000hz. In 694 order to minimize artefacts associated with the direct contact of the TMS coil resting 695 on the electrodes of the EEG cap, we designed and 3D-printed a custom plastic 'coil 696 spacer' device 62 , which has four wide legs positioned to provide a platform 697 distributing the weight of the TMS coil, so that it hovers over the electrodes without 698 contact (Fig. 1D) . This allowed quality recordings to be obtained even from the 699 channel of interest closest to the participant's 'hotspot'. The participants RMT was 700 established while wearing the EEG cap with TMS coil spacer, and the same % above 701 threshold that was used for all previous sessions was applied for neurofeedback. 702
Impedances were monitored throughout and maintained below 50kΩ. 703 704 Baseline corticospinal excitability was measured in the same fashion as for the 705 first four sessions, followed by two blocks of neurofeedback (UP or DOWN, 706 counterbalanced) with brief (12 MEP) post measurements following each. After the 707 final post measurement, a 15 minute rest break was scheduled for the participant. 708
Following this, the procedure was repeated and baseline excitability was measured 709 again, followed by two blocks of either UP or DOWN neurofeedback (whichever was 710 not performed in the first half of the session). At the end of this session participants 711 were debriefed. 712 713
Control group 714 715
Participants were blinded as to whether they were allocated to the experimental 716 or control group. The control group experienced identical conditions to the 717 experimental group, with the exception that direct neurofeedback was not provided. 718
The visual feedback bar demonstrating MEP amplitude was always the same height 719 (reaching the 'mean' horizontal line). 'Positive' feedback/rewards were presented in 720 the same proportion as in the experimental group (66% of all trials -calculated upon 721 completion of experimental group), but at a fixed and predicable rate in order to 722 prevent the development of illusory correlations. Participants were instructed to attend 723 to the visual feedback on screen, and that rewards would occur at a fixed rate. Aside 724 from this, they were otherwise given identical instructions as the participants in the 725 experimental group-i.e. the same recommended mental strategies were provided on 726 control 'UP' and 'DOWN' blocks. 727
728
Data processing and analysis 729 730
MEP data 731
732
EMG data from all four hand muscles were band-pass filtered (30-800 Hz), 733 separately for the portion of data containing the 100ms of 'pre-TMS' background 734 EMG, and for the portion of EMG containing the MEP, in order to prevent smearing 735 of the MEP into the background EMG data chunk. The root mean squared (rms) of 736 the background EMG was calculated, and peak-peak MEP amplitude was measured. 737
Trimming (removal) of the maximum and minimum MEP in each block was 738 performed in order to screen out extreme values. MEP amplitude is known to be 739 modulated by EMG background activation 23, 24 . Therefore, the rms pre-stimulus EMG 740 recordings were used to assess the presence of unwanted background EMG activity in 741 the period 110 to 10ms preceding the magnetic pulse. MEPs preceded by background 742 EMG higher than 0.01mV were excluded. For each subject and over all trials we 743 calculated the mean and standard deviation of the background EMG. MEPs that 744 occurred when the background EMG value exceeded 2.5 standard deviations above 745 the mean, and MEPs with a peak-to-peak amplitude which exceeded Q3 + 1.5 x (Q3 -746 Q1) were removed from further analysis, with Q1 denoting the first quartile and Q3 747 the third quartile computed over the whole set of trials for each subject. Signals from all 64 channels were first epoched to extract only the data on each 768 trial from the 4 seconds before the TMS pulse. This was to remove the substantial 769 artefacts that arise during the magnetic pulses, prior to conducting any filtering or 770 further processing. These separate chunks of unpolluted data were then concatenated 771 into one continuous epoch, and highpass filtered at 1Hz, prior to conducting an 772 independent components analysis (ICA). Independent components were visualized 773 and those containing artefacts arising from eye movements, facial EMG, cardiac 774 signals, bad channels or other non-brain activity related signals were removed. 775
The cleaned data were average-referenced, and re-epoched into chunks of data 776 containing only the 1.5s on each trial prior to the TMS pulse (ie. to capture the 777 ongoing oscillatory activity at the instance in which the TMS occurred, while the 778 fixation cross was on screen and the 'traffic lights' had disappeared). 779 Classification of distinct brain states 795 796
Individual epochs of EEG data (60 UP 60 DOWN) were classified by a linear support 797 vector machine (SVM, 10-fold cross validation), to test separately for each participant 798 whether the epochs could be successfully predicted as 'UP' state or 'DOWN' state 799 based solely on the power values (scaled by using 1/f transformed relative power) of 800 the 4 frequency bands of interest. The SVM was chosen as it is known to perform 801 particularly well in BCI settings using EEG data which is noisy and has features that 802 are correlated. In order to validate the results the same procedure was repeated with 803 randomly permuted labels, and this null model was statistically compared to the 804 model with true labels (C=1). Feature selection was conducted using feature ranking 805 based on Recursive Feature Elimination 64 . 806
807
Follow-up experiment 6 months later 808 809
A sub-set of 11 participants from the experimental group returned approximately 6 810 months later to participate in a follow-up experiment probing retention and 811 mechanisms underlying the two distinct states. This was conducted over a further 4 812 days of testing. On one day, retention, aftereffects, and excitability in the opposite 813
'untrained' hemisphere were tested for the 'UP' condition. On another, 814 neurophysiolocial mechanisms were probed using paired pulse TMS. These two days 815
were repeated for the 'DOWN' condition, and the order of these sessions was 816 counterbalanced. We additionally tested whether trained participants were able to 817 upregulate and downregulate when feedback was temporarily removed. 818 819
Retention testing & aftereffects measurement 820
After a 6-month break and no top-up training, participants were tested with one block 821 of TMS-neurofeedback (20 MEPs) in order to assess retention of learning. All other 822 procedures were identical to those carried out in the main experiment. 823
Following this block, 12 MEPs were collected at rest after 5 and 10 minutes. 824 825 Excitability in the opposite hemisphere 826 827 During one block, two TMS coils were used, placed over the right and left motor 828 hotspots (as described previously). This block contained 40 trials, 20 of which were 829 normal TMS neurofeedback trials. The other 20 were trials where TMS was applied 830 to the opposite hemisphere, rather than to the hemisphere that was the target for 831 neurofeedback. No feedback was given in these trials. The presentation of left and 832 right hemisphere TMS pulses was randomized. 833 834 Feedback-free measurements 835 836
We additionally tested whether trained participants were able to upregulate and 837 downregulate when feedback was temporarily removed. In this feedback-free block, 838 the timing of trials and participant instructions were identical to normal 839 neurofeedback blocks, but in place of the usual feedback bar showing MEP 840 amplitude, the white fixation cross simply turned red during this period. The onset of 841 trials was still contingent on muscles being completely relaxed, and the traffic lights 842 display still preceded every trial. 843 844 Paired pulse TMS measurements 845
846
On separate days (one 'UP' one 'DOWN) from the measurements described above, 847
we performed three additional blocks of TMS neurofeedback (24 trials per block x 3 848 = 72 total trials), in which just 25% of trials were standard single pulse TMS-849 neurofeedback trials, with the usual feedback. The remaining trials contained paired 850 pulses in place of the usual single pulse TMS. For all paired pulse measurements, the 851 test stimulus intensity was identical to that which had been chosen for the TMS 852 neurofeedback (ie. that produced MEPs that were 50% of the maximum on the 853 recruitment curve). On 25% of trials Short Interval Intracortical Inhibition (SICI) was 854 measured. This was with a conditioning stimulus intensity that was chosen using a 855 personalized search procedure testing intensities ranging from 50%-90% RMT, to 856 achieve as close to 50% inhibition as possible, and an inter-stimulus interval of 857 1.97ms 65 . The reduction in the size of the test MEP is believed to represent 858 postsynaptic GABA A inhibition 25 . On 25% of trials Long Interval Intracortical 859 Inhibition (LICI) was measured. This was with two suprathreshold pulses, with the 860 conditioning stimulus intensity chosen using a search procedure between 106-114% 861 RMT, and an inter-stimulus interval of 100ms 27 . This is believed to reflect 862 postsynaptic GABA B inhibition 66 . On the remaining 25% of trials, Late Cortical 863
Disinhibition (LCD) was tested. This was with the exact same pulse intensities as 864 used for LICI, but with a 220ms inter-stimulus interval 27 , and is thought to measure 865 presynaptic GABA B disinhibition 26-28 . The order of presentation of paired pulses and 866 single pulses was randomized. 
